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1 Introduction
The objective of deliverable D5.1 is the ‘Definition of the possible structure and
content of a database for materials and components’. WP5.2 is one of the two tasks of the
AMICI Work Package 5 (Industrialization) related to harmonization, and, as stated in AMICI
project: “… its main goal is to set the basis for a common knowledge, background and use
among Technological Facilities and National Laboratories and industries in relation to material
and components involved in accelerator and large superconducting magnets…“. The overall
long-term objectives are:
(1) create a reference database for Technological Infrastructures, National Laboratories and
Industry of relevant materials and components, including material properties (physical,
mechanical, chemical, magnetic, electrical and thermal) in a wide temperature range;
(2) create a list of components of interests with their main properties both at cryogenic and
high temperatures, and their behavior in radiation environment. In future developments,
this database could be also the first step towards common models for the cost evaluation
of the various parts of an accelerator and/or large superconducting magnet.
(3) identify the missing data required for further development of accelerators and
superconducting magnets and propose the methods and Technological Infrastructures
capable to obtain and validate the data.
The motivation for developing a database dedicated to accelerators and large superconducting
magnets as well as the main requirements of such database are presented in section 2. The
concept of such database, which is based on the functional breakdown structure of a complex
system is shown in section 3. In section 4, the existing material databases are shortly
discussed. The section 5 is devoted to the review of databases propose by other EC projects.
The initial definition of the type of data and information to be included in the database is
presented in section 6, followed in section 7 by the database demonstrator developed by
WP5.2 working group. Finally, the proposal of a new database, a software choice, database
architecture and the process for validating of selected data are described in section 8. Annex
1 show the example of detailed technical description of spoke section of ESS superconducting
linac. Annex 2 presents list of available sources of data in the field of cryogenics and
superconductivity.
The working group of WP5.2 adopted a three steps approach:
1. Collect an initial set of basic data and data sheets relevant to the issue of Material
specifications and Components specifications. This subset should be sufficiently large,
significant and agreed by experts to guide in defining the structure of the database: content,
categories, key words, parameters description, etc…
2. Provide a tentative structure for the database.
3. Develop a database demonstrator that could lead to a professional database in the future.
The implementation of a professional database is well beyond the scope of the current
AMICI H2020 project and could find its realization in a next step of AMICI activities.
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The objectives of the work described in this report are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify the needs of AMICI partners.
Review of existing material databases.
Review of database proposed by FuSuMaTech EC project.
Conceptual proposal of a database for AMICI.
Develop a database demonstrator.

2 Motivations for a dedicated database
We are committed to the idea that the results in the field of accelerators and SC magnets
of funded research programs in academia around the world are a valuable resource and a
strategic asset. This resource allows the accumulation and capitalization of knowledge and
know-how. Furthermore, it will enable the European Institutes to be more efficient and agile to
take on the unavoidable various new innovative technological challenges in the framework of
future scientific instruments.
The development of a database dedicated to accelerators and large superconducting
magnets is motivated by several facts:
1. The manufacturability, the cost, the performances including the reliability of accelerators
and large superconducting magnets are determined by several parameters among which:



The design and engineering of the machine,
Material and/or component choice and specifications.

2. Data and characteristics properties of material and components, when available, are not
easy to find in the literature. Some of these data are not available or are transmitted only
via private communications.
3. Lack of data on materials and components suited for use and reliable operation in the
specific accelerator extreme environment (e.g. radiation, cryogenic temperature…).
4. Using an easy access common database, with validated material properties, and shared
between Academia Institutions, Technological Infrastructures and European industry is of
great importance for and efficient development of big scientific instruments. Via such global
efficient exchange of experience, Europe will be better placed for the development and
construction of future large scale international projects.
5. It will allow an efficient transfer of knowledge and know-how between European Academic
Institutes, Technological Infrastructures and industry.
6. The development of such database will be an added value for research and innovation.
7. In our knowledge the important NIST-USA database is no more maintained. It is then an
opportunity for Europe to develop a database that will be recognized and widely used
worldwide.
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The main objective is therefore to create a common reference database for materials
and components used in accelerators (accelerating structures, magnets, diagnostics,
ancillaries) and start to fill it with relevant data.

3 Concept of database structure
The AMICI database to be developed, is based on the functional breakdown structure of a
complex system. More precisely, as shown in Fig.1, the structure of the database is
hierarchical flown-down from the particle accelerator layout to its basics elements, through the
‘parts’, according to their function (i.e. production or generation of particles to be accelerated,
beam transport, beam bunching and transverse focusing, beam acceleration at different
ranges of energy), and their ‘components’. The detailed technical description of how to proceed
along with some examples is presented in Annex 1.

Fig. 1 Definition of an accelerator (linac type) functional breakdown structure

4 Survey of existing databases and useful sources of data
A detailed list of existing databases and data sources such as international conferences,
periodical journals, books, concerning applied superconductivity including Superconducting
RadioFrequency (SRF) resonators and SuperConducting magnets (SC magnets), cryogenics
and low temperature applications is given in Annex 2. A first but not exhaustive list of the
existing databases that could be useful for accelerators and magnets is given in Table 1. More
details are available in the websites of the corresponding database.
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Table 1: Selection of existing databases including data useful for accelerators and SC magnets
Database

Link

CINDAS

https://cindasdata.com/

Fluid Property Packages
Material Property Packages
Superconductivity Analysis

NIST

Description

http://www.htess.com/

https://www.nist.gov/

Global Benchmark for
Critically Evaluated
Materials Properties Data
State, transport, thermal
expansion, and thermal
properties of fluids and
metals.
Software for design and
operation of SC-magnets
Large spectrum of
properties of solids and
fluids including
fundamental properties

Type
Industrial software

Industrial software

Public
Some parts are not free
of charge for access

Description of selected existing databases
4.1.1

CINDAS (https://cindasdata.com/)

CINDAS have done a Global Benchmark for Critically Evaluated Materials Properties Data.
Some of the data included in CINDAS that could be useful for accelerators and magnets:
1. Aerospace and High Performance Alloys Database (AHAD)
2. Aerospace Structural Metals Database (ASMD)
3. High Performance Alloys Database (HPAD)
4. Microelectronics Packaging Materials Database (MPMD)
5. Thermophysical Properties of Matter Database (TPMD)
6. Damage Tolerant Design Handbook (DTDH)
7. Structural Alloys Handbook (SAH)

4.1.2

NIST (https://www.nist.gov/)

NIST research generates data to work with industry, academic and government systems
to advance innovation and improve the quality of life. A broad spectrum of science and
technology data resources are available through a suite of services. Some of the data
included in NIST database that could be useful for accelerators and magnets are:







Chemistry WebBook
Physical Reference Data
Standard Reference Data
Atomic Spectroscopy Database
Chemistry WebBook
Digital Library of Mathematical Functions

Some Popular Data Products included in NIST database:
o
o

REFPROP: Reference Fluid Thermodynamic and Transport Properties FAQ
Mass Spec: NIST/EPA/NIH Mass Spectral Library MS Data Center
6
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o
o
o
o

ICSD: FIZ/NIST Inorganic Crystal Structure Database ICSD-Demo.zip
TDE: NIST ThermoDataEngine
SESSA: NIST Simulation of Electron Spectra for Surface Analysis
Selected NIST-Recommended Practice Guides in Material Sciences

4.1.3 High –Temperature Superconductor Critical Current
A recent paper untitled ‘A Public Database of High –Temperature Superconductor Critical
Current Data’, by Stuart et al. (ASV 2016 manuscript 4MPo1C07) describes a public
database dedicated to critical current of High –Temperature Superconductor.

4.2 Some other sources of data
There are many sources of valuable data for accelerators and magnets: they are detailed
in Annex 2. Finally, other references and sources of data exists such as ASM
HANDBOOK, books about accelerators technology, fundamental and applied
superconductivity, cryogenics (general, liquid helium, cryogenic engineering, low
temperature physics, RF engineering), CERN Accelerators Schools.

4.3 A database dedicated to accelerators and SC magnets
The review of existing databases clearly shows that many of these databases are very
specific and are dedicated to a given application (for example aerospace engineering) and
the data concerns material and component specifically developed and/or used for this
application. Furthermore, many materials (for example high purity niobium for SRF cavities)
and components (for example feedthrough) for accelerators and SC magnets have very
precise specifications in terms of properties and even production process in order to be
suited to the stringent extreme conditions (vacuum, cryogenic temperatures, radiations)
and the high functional performance needed. Consequently, the component and material
are often characterized by the institutes involved in accelerators and SC magnets
development prior to their use because they need the data for the design and construction:
note that these data are not often available in the literature. To be more efficient, save time
and money, it is very important to include all these data in a dedicated database for
accelerators and SC magnets.

5 Review of database proposed by FuSuMaTech EC project
The European project FuSuMaTech concerns mainly SC magnets R&D in Europe. As a
large part of magnets experts from academia institutes are involved in both AMICI consortium
and FuSuMatech. It was decided to have a discussion as early as possible with reference to
the AMICI and FuSuMatech respective timelines. The goal of AMICI-FuSuMaTech discussion
was to investigate and examine collaboration opportunities in some close topics of the two
projects. A first meeting was organized at IPN Orsay in November 2017 and a report was
issued. The discussion was mainly focused on the activities within AMICI and FuSuMatech
that have strong similarities, namely the tasks WP5.2 (AMICI) and T4.2 (FuSuMatech), which
are both dedicated to database development. It was decided to have a collaboration and a
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tight coordination of the above mentioned tasks in order to avoid to duplicate the work and
cover better the topics of the two complementary databases (i.e. WP5.2 an T4.2). A second
meeting was organized at RAL/STFC: we visited Simon CANFER (leader of FuSuMatech
T4.2).
As for AMICI, the full implementation of the FuSuMaTech database was not in the scope of
the H2020 project.
The objectives of the task FuSuMaTech T4.2 were:
1. Plan a comprehensive open access, web based, trusted database
2. Form a network of interested partners
3. Write a specification for a database
4. Identify existing and new materials
5. Propose a scheme for long term management
6. Liaise with the International Bureau of Weights and Measure
The work is divided into 6 subtasks:








T4.2.1 - Determine the standard measurement data format with detailed property data
points covering the full operating temperature ranges from research activities,
applications and industry, by liaison with representatives from academia and industry
sectors 2.
T4.2.2 - Collect existing data, verifying its accuracy and its fit with the standard format
T4.2.3 - Identify existing and new materials not yet measured.
T4.2.4 - Develop a network of testing facilities, in which the different material properties
can be measured.
T4.2.5 - Propose a scheme for long time management of this data with succession.
T4.2.6 Preparation of a proposal for the creation of a new database of Material
properties at Cryogenic temperature.

6 Definition of the type of data and information to be included in the
database
In the various phases (conceptual design, technical design, engineering design and
development, prototyping) of a large accelerator (i.e. LHC, XFEL, ESS, DONES), the technical
and scientific staff involved in the project require different kind of data and information that will
be used for the design, numerical simulation, estimation of performance and costing. A nonexhaustive list of data to be included in the database is detailed in this section.

6.1 Material
•

Raw material, as used to fabricate accelerator systems
 Niobium, Nb3Sn, NbTi, Stainless steel,Titanium,…
 Ceramics (power couplers)
 Magnetic material (µmetal ,co-netic, …)

•

Material as used during processing/preparation
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Chemical etching mixture
Ultra-pure water
Media for mechanical polishing

6.2 Component
Some examples:
 Ancillaries, as used to implement accelerator systems






Cables,
RF feedthrough, HV feedthrough
Screws, bolts
Gaskets

 Sensors/Instrumentation as used in accelerator environment
It should be limited to those suited and/or specific for use in accelerators (e.g. extreme
conditions in terms of vacuum, cryogenic temperature, ionizing radiation).







Temperature sensors
Pressure sensors
Piezoelectric actuators
Displacement sensors
Vacuum gages

6.3 Other categories of data
Apart from material and component, other categories of data and/or information could
be useful for accelerators and magnets community. A non-exhaustive list of such categories
to be included in the data base:



design and Numerical Simulation tools (Mechanical, Thermal, RF software, Multipacting
and field emission).
procedures for processing, preparation, mounting, assembling, testing.

6.4 How to include information data from industry into AMICI-DB



The minimum information and/or data to be included is:
list of suppliers of materials, components and equipment for accelerators and magnets
dedicated to scientific instruments
brief description of the products and/or service supplied or produced.

We propose to contact industrial companies and ask them to write a short document
describing their activities a link to their website: a template should be used in order to have
standard information. It should be stressed that some information such as a detailed
description of their know-how, and fabrication process that could be useful to academia is
generally protected (Intellectual Property) for obvious reasons. A discussion with industry is
needed: the aim is to define with industry the scope of the data that could be included in the
database, which will be public with free access.
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7 AMICI database demonstrator
We have developed and implemented a demonstrator, which illustrates the operating
principle of the database.

7.1 Description of operating principle
The operating principle of AMICI database will be described and explained hereafter with
an example. The user gives a key word: it is the database input.
For example, selecting component SRF cryomodule (Accelerating Superconducting
RadioFrequency cryomodule) we will obtain list of main subcomponents:

1. AMICI database gives the list of the main components of SRF cryomodule:
• SRF cavity
• Liquid Helium (LHe) Tank
• Cold Tuner
• Power Coupler
• Magnetic shields
• Thermal Shields
• Vacuum vessel
Next, selecting subcomponent we will obtain more details, including fabrication materials

2. AMICI database lists the possible fabrication materials for each of above
components as illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2: Material for fabrication of some SRF cryomodule components

Component
Cavity
Cavity flanges
Liquid Helium tank
Thermal Shield

Material
Niobium
Stainless steel or Titanium or NbTi
Stainless steel or Titanium
Copper or Aluminum

3. AMICI database output
The AMICI database record will include data in 4 formats: a text, a table, a graph and
a figure. The currently identified sources of data are: other databases, referenced journal
paper, book. The main challenge for such type of database would be to identify missed
information and to propose measurements to fulfil the data gap. Part of such measurements
would be possible with distributed network of Technological Facilities proposed by AMICI
project. The required data vary for each component, but in general should covers all the
properties having an impact on the functionality of the component, performance, production.
Some few examples are illustrated in Table 3.
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Table 3: Material properties and impacted parameters
Property
Material, Grade, Purity
Mechanical properties
Thermal properties
Magnetic properties
Radiation (neutrons, Xrays,..)

Impacted parameters
Fabrication process (machining, welding,..), cost, availability
Vacuum, stress vs strain curve
Cryogenic performance
SRF cavity dynamic losses
Reliability, lifetime, performance

A schematic workflow diagram of AMICI database is shown in Fig. 2. This example
concerns SRF cryomodule: the description of this basic brick of a superconducting RF
accelerator is given in Annex. It is a complex system, which consists of different critical
component: SRF cavity, tuning system, main power coupler, …. The diagram illustrate how
the database should operate and deliver the relevant data about the various material and
critical components of the cryomodule.

Fig. 2: Schematic workflow diagram of AMICI-DB for a SRF cryomodule

7.2 Implementation of AMICI-DB demonstrator
The data needed for the demonstrator were saved in two servers located at IPN
Orsay/CNRS: these data were shared (password protected access) with IFJ-PAN in charge of
demonstrator implementation using web application. The scheme of AMICI database
11
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demonstrator developed and implemented by IFJ-PAN is illustrated in Fig. 3. Two typical
outputs of the demonstrator are illustrated in Fig. 4-Fig. 5. In this example, the user needs
thermal data concerning Niobium (Nb), which is the material used for high performance SRF
cavities fabrication. The relevant component, material and property are highlighted in burgundy
color. The data of Fig. 4 show the variations of the thermal conductivity of superconducting Nb,
as function of temperature at cryogenic temperature.

Fig. 3: Scheme of AMICI database demonstrator

More precisely, the four graphs of Fig. 4 clearly show the strong impact (i.e. large
modification of the phonons peak at a temperature T~2K) of the plastic deformation of niobium
on the thermal conductivity. It should be stressed bulk niobium SRF cavity are fabricated from
Nb sheets using deep drawing and electron beam welding: during these two fabrication
processes the material is subjected to plastic deformation that will impact the performance
(i.e. thermal stability of the resonator in operation).

Fig. 4 Example#1 of output of the web application based demonstrators: effect of plastic deformation
on thermal conductivity of niobium
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The graphs of Fig. 5 show a second set of thermal conductivity data of niobium of
different purities and from different suppliers: the niobium samples were tested as received or
subjected to heat treatment prior to the tests. These data show large variations of thermal
conductivity data depending on the material purity, the supplier and the heat treatment.

Fig. 5: Example#2 of output of the web application based demonstrators: effect of heat treatment on
the thermal conductivity of niobium from various suppliers.

8

Database main requirements and proposed final solution

8.1 Main requirements
The database for accelerators and SC magnets to be developed will use as source the
data of publicly available peer-reviewed publications, validated and accepted data available in
Technological Infrastructures as well as old data available in existing databases. All the data
to be included in the database should be validated/approved by a committee of experts. This
committee is a kind of Scientific Advisory Board of expert well recognized worldwide.
A first, but non-exhaustive list of the different fields of expertise in accelerator and magnets
design, construction and operation needed for validating and approving the data to be included
in the database to be developed is detailed in Annex 1.
The database should be publicly accessible and free of charge. However, a part of these
data could be located if necessary in a restricted area (i.e. password protected).
The database should be managed by an institution independent from the single institutes:
it is the responsibility of the consortium management to define and create this institution in
charge of database management and to define its mission, the rules and conditions for
accessing it. To this aim the integrated Technological Infrastructure envisaged by AMICI
looks to be an ideal candidate.
The sustainability (i.e. the database should be kept alive) of the database as well as its
maintenance should be insured by the institution in charge of the management of the database.
13
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Obviously, it should be updated continuously by adding new data and/or link to other existing
databases.
The implementation, the upgrade of the software used for the database development
should be coordinated and synchronized as best as possible across the consortium involved
in the project.

8.2 Choice of software for database, configuration and architecture
Several meetings with database experts from IT department of IPNO/CNRS, IFJ-PAN
and Desy were organized in order to choose the best industrial software that will be used for
the development and implementation of AMICI database. We have also a technical visit to
Desy for a discussion with the expert who developed database concerning SRF cavities for
several projects: Tesla Test Facility (TTF), FLASH and XFEL.
According to the database experts experience from Desy, IPNO/CNRS and IFJ PAN
the ORACLE TM software seems to be suited for AMICI database.
The configuration and architecture of the information system of AMICI database could be
similar to the system (Fig. 6) currently developed for XFEL/R&D cavity database. The final
architecture of the system for AMICI database and its precise definition will be done prior to
the implementation phase in a next project if resourced and funded.

Fig. 6: Configuration of the system under development for XFEL/R&D cavity database.
(Courtesy Vladimir GUBAREV from DESY)
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9 Conclusion
According to our current study, a database dedicated to our applications (accelerators
and SC magnets) does not exist: the data needed are very specific to stringent the technology
and the extreme operating conditions (i.e. at cryogenic temperatures or at high temperature,
at vacuum or at high pressure, in radiation environment). Furthermore, the material and
component specifications are very demanding (high performance at the frontier of technology
in terms of performance reliability, availability, efficiency and energy saving).
In the context of strong competition worldwide, such database is really needed and will
help European institutes and industry to significantly contribute and to play a leading role in
future European and international projects. We have defined the possible structure and content
of a database for materials and components for accelerators and magnets dedicated to
scientific instruments.
The concept of the proposed database is based on a functional breakdown structure of
a complex system. We described in details (Annex 1) of how to proceed through an example,
namely the spoke section of the superconducting linac of ESS (European Spallation Source)
under construction.
We have surveyed the existing databases that include data, which could be useful for
accelerators and large magnets. We have also defined the criteria to guarantee the validity
and reliability of the data to be included in the database.
We have collected and organized an initial set of basic data and data sheets relevant
to the issue of Material and components specifications.
We should insure the maintenance of the database over time and continuously update
it in terms of its functionality and the data included.
We have proposed a list of experts in Europe to which the team developing the
database should refer for: (1) defining the key words (database input), (2) describing the critical
component of the various parts of the accelerator and/or large magnet, (3) defining the relevant
properties useful for design, construction and operation of these complex systems.
An initial database demonstrator base on web application was developed.
A possible architecture of the information system, based on ORACLE TM software, for
the database development and implementation was described. We have now sufficient
material for the implementation of the database.
As a first step, it is necessary to have the database demonstrator tested by possible
end-users to check that it corresponds to their expectations and, if necessary, adjust it following
their recommendations.
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Annex 1
1. ESS linac as example of how to proceed
In this section we will give the detailed process of how to proceed through an example: the
challenging superconducting proton linac of European Spallation Source (ESS) under
construction. The layout of ESS linac is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Layout of ESS linac

The layout of Fig. 1 shows clearly the different parts of the linac according to their
respective functions as illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1: main parts of the ESS linac according to their function
Part #
1
2
3

Name
Source
LEBT
RFQ

Description
Protons source
Low Energy Beam Transport
RadioFrequency Quadrupole

4
5
6

MEBT
DTL
Spoke

Medium Energy Beam Transport
Drift Tube Linac
Spoke superconducting section

7

Medium 

Medium  superconducting section

8

High 

High  superconducting section

16

Main Function
Particle production
Beam transport
Beam bunching, acceleration and
transverse Focusing
Beam transport
Beam acceleration
Beam acceleration from 90 MeV
to 220 MeV
Beam acceleration from 220 MeV
to 570 MeV
Beam acceleration from 570 MeV
to 2000 MeV
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Fig. 2 Main components of a cryomodule with its cold box

Now we will focus on the spoke linac section for a more detailed description. This spoke
linac consists of a chain of 14 CryoModules (CM) with their respective cold boxes connecting
the CM to the cryogenic main distribution line via a jumper.
The main components (Fig. 2) of a cryomodule with the cold box are:
 the stainless steel vacuum vessel,
 two Double-Spoke superconducting resonators housed in the vacuum vessel,
 the cold tuning system,
 the RF power coupler,
 the magnetic shielding,
 the thermal radiation shields,
 the instrumentation.
These main components include various element and/or critical parts impacting directly the
performance and or the functionality of the cryomodule: some of them are illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Some components of a cryomodule with its cold box
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2. The properties needed for design, fabrication and operation of SRF
cryomodule
2.1 Examples of relevant properties and impacted parameters
Some of the relevant properties, in correlation with the impacted parameters, are illustrated
in Fig. 4. In this example, the keyword or database input is ‘Accelerating SRF Cryomodule’ or
SRF CM. Then we access to a typical 3D drawing of the SRF CM describing the different
component in terms of their function (in blue): gate valve, thermal radiation shields, … The
outputs of the database are: 1) the table correlating the material physical properties to the
impacted parameter, 2) the relevant data in various format (table, graph, journal paper
reference, link to a website of another database). Note that the construction of this table as
well as the data to be included in the database should be validated/approved by a committee
of experts (please refer to next section of the current report). This committee is a kind of
Scientific Advisory Board of expert well recognized worldwide.

Fig. 4 Relevant physical properties in correlation with the function of some component
of a SRF cryomodule

2.2 Examples of critical components of a SRF cryomodule and relevant data


RF power coupler

The main function of the RF power coupler (Fig. 5) is the efficient transfer, in matched
condition, of the RF power from the source through the waveguide network to the particle
beam.
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Fig. 5 Typical 3D drawing of a RF power coupler (left) and test stand for RF conditioning (right).

This complex device operates in stringent conditions:
Handle and transmit a high RF power (10 kW-500 kW) through a ceramic window,
It is a thermal interface between warm (T = 300 K) and cold parts (T = 2–4.2 K) of the
cryomodule
c) It is a RF transparent vacuum barrier between atmospheric pressure in the wave guide
operating at room temperature and ultrahigh vacuum (<10-8 mbar) in the SRF cavity at
T= 2 K.
In some applications, the reliability of the RF power coupler could be very demanding: for
example, in the case of the ADS (Accelerator Driven System) SRF based linac MYRRHA, less
than five beam trips in excess of 1 s duration per year are tolerated.
a)
b)

The data relevant to RF coupler design, engineering, fabrication, conditioning and
operation should include:
1. The physical properties impacting the performance (electrical, mechanical and thermal
properties of materials, secondary emission coefficient, …)
2. Information about referenced industrial know how (i.e. past successful experience) in
the following items: a) High RF power (Klystrons, IOT, ...), b) High power RF
components (WG, loads, ...), c) Alumina window, d) Vacuum brazing, e) Surface
treatment (Copper plating of inner and outer conductors, TiN coating of Alumina
window), f) Mechanical fabrication and assembly, g) Instrumentation (vacuum, light,
electron activity, …).



Cold tuning system

The main function of Fast Active Cold Tuning System (FACTS) for SRF cavities is to match
the cavity resonant frequency to RF source frequency. The FACTS allows high performance
operation of the linac: 1) improved beam quality in terms of phase and energy stability, 2)
Increased acceleration efficiency resulting in the reduction of operating cost and energy
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saving. A FACTS is a complex mechanical system (Fig. 6) including two complementary parts:
1) a coarse tuning mechanism, 2) a fine tuning mechanism having the following functions:
1. Slow and coarse tuner
Slow and long range (~2mm, 500 kHz) resonant frequency adjustment during cool
down from room temperature (T~300 K) to liquid helium temperature (T=2 K). It is actuated
with a stepping motor and a planetary gear box.
Coarse tuning
LHe tank

Stepping
motor

Fine tuning
Piezoelelectric
actuators

Fig 6. Fast Active Cold Tuning System developed by IPNO for ESS spoke linac section

2. Fast and fine tuner
Fast active dynamic compensation of short range (~4µm, 1kHz) Lorentz detuning
during cavity operation. It is actuated with a piezoelectric element.

3. Fields of expertise of the scientific board
A first, but non-exhaustive list of the different fields of expertise in accelerator and magnets
design, construction and operation needed for validating and approving the data to be included
in the database to be developed is detailed below:
 Particle sources (electrons, positrons, ions).
 Beam transport.
 Beam diagnostics.
 Vacuum and surface preparation.
 Cryogenics.
 RFQ.
 SRF cavities, Power couplers, HOM couplers, Cold Tuning Systems, Magnetic
shielding, horizontal cryostats, Cold boxes, cryogenic instrumentation.
 LLRF, timing.
 High power RF sources and distribution.
 Normal conducting cavities.
 Beam dynamics.
 Beam dump.
 Interaction region.
 Superconducting magnets (dipoles, quadrupoles, correction magnets), magnet
protection system, current leads, magnet cooling, pressurized superfluid helium.
 Power sources for magnets.
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4. Part of database dedicated to magnets
The European project FuSuMaTech concerns mainly superconducting magnets R&D in
Europe. As a large part of magnets experts from academia institutes are involved in both AMICI
consortium and FuSuMatech, it was decided to have a discussion as early as possible with
reference to the AMICI and FuSuMatech respective timelines.
The goal of AMICI-FuSuMaTech discussion is to investigate and examine collaboration
opportunities in some close topics of the two projects. A first meeting was organized at IPN
Orsay in November 2017 and a report was issued. The discussion was mainly focused on the
activities within AMICI and FuSuMatech that have strong similarities, namely the tasks WP5.2
(AMICI) and T4.2 (FuSuMatech), which are both dedicated to database development.
It was decided to have a collaboration and a tight coordination of the above
mentioned tasks in order to avoid to duplicate the work and cover better the topics of
the two complementary databases (i.e. AMICI WP5.2 and FuSuMaTech T4.2).
A second meeting was organized at RAL/STFC: we visited Simon CANFER (leader of
FuSuMatech T4.2). Note that the implementation of FuSuMatech database is not part of T4.2
and not currently resourced via STFC. This situation is similar to that of AMICI database
implementation.

4.1 Brief description of FuSuMaTech T4.2
The objectives of the task T4.2 are:
1. Plan a comprehensive open access, web based, trusted database
2. Form a network of interested partners
3. Write a specification for a database
4. Identify existing and new materials
5. Propose a scheme for long term management
6. Liaise with the International Bureau of Weights and Measures
The task T4.2 includes 6 subtasks:
 T4.2.1 - Determine the standard measurement data format with detailed property data
points covering the full operating temperature ranges from research activities,
applications and industry, by liaison with representatives from academia and industry
sectors 2.
 T4.2.2 - Collect existing data, verifying its accuracy and its fit with the standard format
 T4.2.3 - Identify existing and new materials not yet measured.
 T4.2.4 - Develop a network of testing facilities, in which the different material properties
can be measured.
 T4.2.5 - Propose a scheme for long time management of this data with succession
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T4.2.6 Preparation of a proposal for the creation of a new database of Material
properties at Cryogenic temperature

4.2 Superconducting magnets
SuperConducting magnets (SC magnets) are used for various applications such as
particle accelerators, High Energy Physics (HEP) detectors and other scientific instruments
(e.g. fusion, MRI, medical instrumentation): some examples are illustrated in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 Some examples of application of SC-magnets

The SCmagnets could be classified according to their function in the machine. The
non-exhaustive typology (according to their function) is illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2: Typology of SC magnets for accelerators, detectors and other scientific instruments.
Accelerator magnets (LHC, HL-LHC, FCC)
Main magnets
Correction magnets
Dipoles
sextupoles
Quadripoles
octupoles
decapoles
Insertion zone magnets
Detector magnets
Solenoid (CMS)
Toroid (ATLAS)
Other applications
Fusion
tokamak (ITER, JT60-SA)
stellerator (W7X)
Medical applications (Iseult)
Space applications
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A second criteria is used for SC magnets description (Table 3): it is based on their type
(e.g. Cos Theta, Block, …). It should be stressed the function of magnets determines: 1) the
electromechanical design, 2) mechanical configuration of the magnet structure, 3) the type of
cable that to be used for the fabrication of the coil, 4) the cooling mode of the magnet/cable in
close relation with the type of cable and the performance to be achieved.
Table 3: Some examples of type of SC magnets according to their functions

Type of magnet
Example

Type

Sketched drawing

Cable

Quadrupole
Q4

Cos Theta

Block

FRESCA2

Canded Cos
Theta

LBNL

Various SC materials, wires, tapes, conductor type (Fig. 8) and configuration (thermal
stabilization, cooling, …) could be used depending on the application, performance needed
and other criteria such as cost, ...

Fig. 8 SC materials for superconducting magnets (Courtesy. Lionel Quettier)
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Similarly, to a SRF cryomodule, information and data concerning SC magnet could be
retrieved following the workflow diagram of Fig. 9. More precisely, the input to database is
the key word ‘function of the magnet’, while the properties of a critical component in
relationship with a characteristic parameter are the output of database.

Fig. 9 Schematic workflow flow diagram for SC magnets

For SC magnets we will proceed as for top-down as for accelerators. The process will be as
follow:
1. Data base input
 Description of the cryomodule housing superconducting magnet and ancillaries
 Definition of the Critical component of magnet and SC-magnet cryomodule.
 Main component of type of cable for the SCmagnet coils in relation to specific
application
2. Data base output
 Relevant properties in correlation with the impacted SC magnet parameters
(performance reliability, manufacturing issues, ….)
The SC- magnets database part should include among other data/information: 1) Magnet
design and computation software (CAD, electromagnetic, mechanical/structural and thermal
calculation), 2) Tooling used for production of prototypes, 3) SC magnets cables fabrication
process, 4) Description of the qualification tests of SC cables (i.e. mechanical, thermal,
electrical properties at cryogenic temperatures), 5) Cryogenic cooling scheme and modes, 6)
Instrumentation, magnet protection and quench management system, 7) safety and cryogenic
hazard issues.
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Annex 2
Available sources of data in the field of cryogenics and
superconductivity:
They are mainly Conference Proceedings, Journals and Periodicals and Books

I. Conference Proceedings
Cryogenic Engineering Conference / International Cryogenic Materials Conference

Proceedings from CEC/ICMC are collected in Advances in Cryogenic Engineering,
Volumes 1 – 63, published at various times by Plenum Press, AIP Press, Springer and
IOP. The conference is held biennially (odd years) in North America.
A list of proceedings from 2011 to present is available on the CEC/ICMC website. Direct links
to the most recent volumes are provided below. These volumes are completely open access,
and you are free to download, copy or distribute to anyone. You are also free to share these
links to any and all, and they will have free access to the full set of articles.
Proceedings from the 2015 CEC/ICMC
— 2015 Cryogenic Engineering Conference
— 2015 International Cryogenic Materials Conference
Proceedings from the 2017 CEC/ICMC
— 2017 Cryogenic Engineering Conference
— 2017 International Cryogenic Materials Conference
The CEC/ICMC conferences have gone bookless, though attendees through 2015 had the
option to purchase a printed copy when registering. A few copies are available through
Centennial Conferences.
International Cryogenic Engineering Conference and International Cryogenic Materials
Conference
ICEC/ICMC is held biennially (even years) in Europe or Asia. Proceedings from the 26th
ICEC/ICMC (2016) are available in open access from IOP Science.
Applied Superconductivity Conference
The biennial ASC (even years) is held in North America and focuses on all aspects of applied
superconductivity. IEEE Xplore publishes the conference proceedings as the IEEE
Transactions on Applied Superconductivity, and provides online, though not open,
access to volumes published from 1991 onward. One must be a member to access the
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papers. Printed copies are available direct from IEEE.
Magnet Technology Conference
This biennial conference (odd years) is dedicated to all aspects of Magnet Technology, with
a significant focus on superconducting magnets. The conference proceedings are published
in a special volume of the IEEE Transactions on Applied Superconductivity. The most recent
conference website is accessible here.
International Cryocooler Conference
The biennial ICC (even years) covers all aspects of cryocooler research and applications.
Proceedings from past conferences are available on the ICC webiste, where registration is
currently open for ICC20.
Space Cryogenics Workshop, a Division of CSA
This is a biennial workshop (odd years) dedicated to the use of cryogenics in space
exploration and research. Selected papers may be found in the journal Cryogenics.
Proceedings from the 2009 Space Cryogenics Workshop, Sidney Yuan, ed., are available in
print for purchase from CSA.
Superconducting Radiofrequency Workshop
This is a biennial conference (odd years) on all aspects of RF superconductivity. The
conference proceedings are published on the Joint Accelerator Conferences website.

II. Journal and periodicals
- Cold Facts is currently published six times a year by the Cryogenic Society of America. Issues
starting at Vol. 2, #1, March 1985, are archived as PDFs in CSA’s member section and select
back

issues

are

available

from

CSA

for

$35.

- Cryogenics is a monthly refereed journal published by Elsevier Science. It covers all aspects
of cryogenic engineering and science.—Journal of Low Temperature Physics is a biweekly
international medium for the publication of original papers and review articles on fundamental
theoretical and experimental research developments in all areas of cryogenics and low
temperature physics.—Low Temperature Physics is published monthly by the American
Institute of Physics (AIP) and reports on experimental and theoretical studies.
- Journal of Applied Physics is an international journal that reports significant new experimental
and theoretical results of applied physics research. It is published by AIP.—Journal of the
Cryogenics and Superconductivity Society of Japan. Teion Kogaku is published by JCSJ.
- Physics Today is the flagship publication of the AIP, informing readers about science and its
place in the world with authoritative features, news stories, analysis and fresh perspectives on
technological

advances

and

ground-breaking

research.

- Journal of Heat Transfer is published monthly by the American Society of Mechanical
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Engineers, disseminating information of permanent interest in the areas of heat and mass
transfer. Contributions may consist of results from fundamental research that apply to thermal
energy or mass transfer in all fields of mechanical engineering and related disciplines. Also,
archival results of research that focuses on the evaluation of thermophysical properties
associated with heat and mass transfer, as well as on the theory of heat and mass transfer,
are published. The Journal of Heat Transfer is complementary to the Journal of Thermal
Science

and

Engineering

Applications,

which

focuses

on

applications.

- Superconductor Week is a semi-monthly newsletter providing global coverage of the
technology and commercialization of low- and high-temperature superconductors and
cryogenics for large- and small-scale applications. It offers readers a combination of original
reporting, exclusive interviews and expert analysis designed to provide valuable insight and
mission-critical information on the industry. Klaus Neumann serves as executive editor.
- Superconductivity News Forum (SNF, Global Edition) is published quarterly by the European
Society for Applied Superconductivity and the IEEE Council on Superconductivity. All issues
are

accessible

on

the

front

page.

- Low Temperature News is published by the British Cryogenics Council. John Vandore,
john@vandore.com,

serves

as

editor.

- Gasworld serves the international industrial gas industry. Contact Rob Cockerill, global
managing editor, rob.cockerill@gasworld.com. Gasworld has acquired both the Specialty Gas
Report and Cryogas International, which became part of the Gasworld US edition in 2013.

III. Books
General Surveys and Handbooks
—C.A. Bailey (ed), Advanced Cryogenics, Springer, 1971.
—R. Barron, Cryogenic Systems, Oxford University Press, 1985.
—J.H. Bell, Cryogenic Engineering, Prentice Hall, 1963.
—R.J. Donnelly and A.W. Francis, Cryogenic Science and Technology: Contributions by Leo
I. Dana, Union Carbide Corporation, 1985.
—T.M. Flynn, Cryogenic Engineering, Second Ed. Revised and Expanded, Dekker, 2004.
—T. Frederking and S. Yuan, Cryogenics—Low Temperature Engineering and Applied
Sciences, Yutopian Enterprises, 2005. This book is a complex discussion of cryogenic
practices. Combining the authors’ professional experience and research, the book reviews
basic principles of cryogenic substances and cooling processes, superconducting and other
magnets, safety issues of cryogenic systems and future prospects. A portion of the profit
from sales of this book goes to the Endowed Fund for Cryogenics Research at UCLA.
—B. Hands (ed.), Cryogenic Engineering, Academic Press, 1986. Out of print, no resellers.
—G.G. Haselden (ed.), Cryogenic Fundamentals, Academic Press, 1971.
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—A.R. Jha, Cryogenic Technology and Applications, Elsevier Butterworth-Heinemann, 2006.
—R. Kropschot et al., Technology of Liquid Helium, NBS Mongraph, 1968.
—P.V.E. McClintock et al., Low Temperature Physics: An Introduction for Scientists and
Engineers, Springer, 2012 (reprint of 1992 edition).
—R. Scott, Cryogenic Engineering, Met-Chem, 1963.
—K. Timmerhaus and T. Flynn, Cryogenic Process Engineering, Springer, 1989.
—S.W. Van Sciver, Helium Cryogenics, 2nd Edition, Springer, 2012. Reviewed in Cold Facts
Vol. 28, No. 3, Summer 2012, Page 18.
—J.G. Weisend II (ed), Handbook of Cryogenic Engineering, Taylor and Francis, 1998.
—J.G. Weisend II, He is for Helium: Defining Cryogenics from ADR to Zero Boiloff, Cryogenic
Society of America, 2018. This book is a compilation of Weisend’s “Defining Cryogenics”
columns from Cold Facts magazine.
Cryogenic Refrigeration
—R.A. Ackermann, Cryogenic Regenerative Heat Exchangers, Springer, 1997.
—R. Barron, Cryogenic Systems, Oxford University Press, 1985.
—B. Cabrera (ed.) et al., From High-Temperature Superconductivity to Microminiature
Refrigeration, Springer, 1996.
—T.M. Flynn, Cryogenic Engineering, Second Ed. Revised and Expanded, Dekker, 2004.
—R. Scott, Cryogenic Engineering, Met-Chem, 1963.
—G. Venkatarathnam, Cryogenic Mixed Refrigerant Processes, Springer, 2008. This book
explains mixed refrigerant processes using robust analytical methods based on sound
thermodynamic principles, drawing upon many case studies and examples, largely
unpublished. The book is a much-needed reference for researchers and scientists whose
focus includes cryogenic engineering, natural gas liquefaction, refrigeration systems, and
process simulation and optimization.
—G. Walker and E.R. Bingham, Low-capacity Cryogenic Refrigeration, Oxford, 1994.
—G.Walker, Miniature Refrigerators for Cryogenic Sensors and Cold Electronics, Oxford,
1989.
—G. Walker et al., The Stirling Alternative: Power Systems, Refrigerants and Heat Pumps,
CRC Press, 1994

Cryocoolers
—B.Z. Maytal and J. M. Pfotenhauer, Miniature Joule-Thomson Cryocooling: Principles and
Practice, Springer, 2013.
—A.J. Organ, Stirling and Pulse-tube Cryo-coolers, Wiley, 2005.
—G. Walker, Cryocoolers Part I: Fundamentals, Springer, 2013. Reprint of 1983 edition.
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—G. Walker, Cryocoolers Part 2: Applications, Springer, 2013. Reprint of 1983 edition.
—G. Walker and E.R. Bingham, Low-capacity Cryogenic Refrigeration, Oxford, 1994.
—G.Walker, Miniature Refrigerators for Cryogenic Sensors and Cold Electronics, Oxford,
1989.
Design and Design Manuals
— R.Barron, Industrial Noise Control and Acoustics, CRC, 2005. This book describes useful
procedures in the design of industrial noise abatement systems and equipment to reduce the
generation and transmission of noise and to comply with OSHA, EPA and other standards.
Cryogenic engineers can apply the information to design for noise reduction from
compressors, pumps, fans and other equipment used in gas liquefaction systems. Contains
case studies and example problems illustrating the principles discussed in each chapter.
—Eden Cryogenics, Cryogenic Design Guide, Contact Eden Cryogenics directly to obtain a
copy. Eden’s Design Guide covers a variety of cryogenic equipment, engineering, design and
manufacturing methods. It is split into two sections: 1) Cryogenic Systems (Understanding
the Basics) and 2) Cryogenic Component Selection. Section 1 defines and discusses
cryogenic cooling systems, cryogenic refrigeration and liquefaction systems, cryostats,
cryogenic dewars and vessels and vacuum insulated piping. Section 2 provides assistance in
the selection of cryogenic components which include cryogenic valves, filters and couplings.
—J.G. Weisend II (ed), Cryostat Design: Case Studies, Principles and Engineering, Springer,
2016.
—Y. Iwasa, Case Studies in Superconducting Magnets: Design and Operational Issues,
Springer, 2009. Reviewed in Cold Facts Vol. 25 No.3, p 35.
Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics
—R.A. Ackermann, Cryogenic Regenerative Heat Exchangers, Springer, 1997.
—R. Barron and G. Nellis, Cryogenic Heat Transfer, 2nd edition, CRC Press. Reviewed in
Cold Facts Vol. 32, No. 3, June 2016 page 36.
—N.N. Filina and J. G. Weisend II, Cryogenic Two-Phase Flow, Cambridge University Press,
1996.
—W. Frost, Heat Transfer at Low Temperatures, Springer, 2013. Reprint of 1975 edition.
—R.G. Scurlock, Low Loss Dewars and Tanks: A Basis for Designing Efficient Cryogenic
Storage and Handling Systems, Cryogenic Society of America, Inc., 2004.
—R.G. Scurlock, Low Loss Storage and Handling of Cryogenic Liquids: The Application of
Cryogenic Fluid Dynamics, Kryos Monographs on Cryogenics in Collaboration with the
British Cryogenics Council, 2006.
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History
—P.F. Dahl, Superconductivity: Its Historical Roots and Development from Mercury to the
Ceramic Oxides, AIP, 1992.
—P. Halpern, Collider: The search for the world’s smallest particles, Wiley, 2009.
—L. Hoddeson et al., Fermilab: Physics, the Frontier and Megascience, University of
Chicago Press, 2008.
—K.A.G. Mendelssohn, The Quest For Absolute Zero, 1977. Reprint of 1966 edition.
—H. Rogalla and P.H. Kes (eds), 100 Years of Superconductivity, CRC, 2011.
—R.G. Scurlock, History and Origins of Cryogenics, Oxford, 1993.
—T. Shachtman, Absolute Zero and the Conquest of Cold, Mariner, 1999.
—K.D. Timmerhaus and R. Reed (eds), Cryogenic Engineering: Fifty Years of Progress,
Springer, 2010. Reprint of 2007 edition. This benchmark reference work chronicles the major
developments in the field of cryogenics. Extensive references are provided. The book is
written for engineers and scientists working in the cryogenic engineering field, including
aerospace engineers, mechanical engineers, materials scientists and engineers, refrigeration
engineers, superconductivity researchers and cryobiologists.
— S. Traweek, Beamtimes and Lifetimes: The World of High Energy Physics, Harvard, 1992
— A. Wood, Magnetic Venture: The Story of Oxford Instruments, Oxford, 2001.
Air Separation and Industrial Gases
—W.H. Isalski, Separation of Gases, Oxford, 1989.
—F.G. Kerry, Industrial Gas Handbook: Gas Separation and Purification, CRC Press, 2007.
Instrumentation and Controls
— J.W. Ekin, Experimental Techniques for Low Temperature Measurements: Cryostat
Design, Material Properties and Superconductor Critical-Current Testing, Oxford University
Press, 2006.
—F. Pavese et al., Modern Gas-Based Temperature and Pressure Measurements, Springer,
2013. (kindle version)
Laboratory Techniques & Measurements
—J.W. Ekin, Experimental Techniques for Low Temperature Measurements: Cryostat
Design, Material Properties and Superconductor Critical-Current Testing, Oxford University
Press, 2006.
—R.H. Kropschot et al., Technology of Liquid Helium, NBS, 1968.
—O.V. Lounasmaa, Experimental Principles and Methods Below 1 K, Academic Press, 1974.
—A.C. Rose-Innes, Low Temperature Laboratory Techniques. The Use of Liquid Helium in
the Laboratory, 2nd edition, English Universities Press, 1973.
—R.B. Scott et al. (eds), Technology and Uses of Liquid Hydrogen, Pergamon Press, 1964.
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—G. White, Experimental Techniques in Low Temperature Physics, 4th edition, Oxford,
2002.
Materials
—Y. Bar-Cohen (ed), Low Temperature Materials and Mechanisms, CRC Press, 2016.
—T.H.K. Barron and G.K. White, Heat Capacity and Thermal Expansion at Low
Temperatures, Springer, 2012. Reprint of 1999 edition.
—E. W. Collings, Applied Superconductivity, Metallurgy, and Physics of Titanium Alloys,
Springer, 2011. Reprint of 1986 edition.
—G. Hartwig and D. Evans (eds), Nonmetallic Materials and Composites at Low
Temperatures 2, Springer, 2011. Reprint of 1982 edition.
—G. Hartwig and D. Evans (eds), Nonmetallic Materials and Composites at Low
Temperatures 3, Springer, 2011. Reprint of 1986 edition.
—G. Hartwig, Polymer Properties at Room and Cryogenic Temperatures, Springer, 2010.
Reprint of 1995 edition.
—V. Kovachev, Energy Dissipation in Superconducting Materials, Oxford, 1991.
—R.P. Reed (ed), Cryogenic Materials Data Handbook, Office of Technical Services, 1962.
Another Version
—R.P. Reed and A.F. Clark, (eds), Materials at Low Temperatures, American Society for
Metals, 1983.This work presents chapters by NBS materials specialists on physical and
mechanical properties, superconductors, composites, instrumentation, martensitic
transformations, structural alloys, and compatibility with cryogens.
—H.M. Rosenburg, Low Temperature Solid State Physics, Clarendon Press, 1965.
—F.R. Schwartzberg et al, Cryogenic Materials Data Handbook, Air Force Materials
Laboratory, AFML-TDR-64-280, 1970.
—G. Ventura and M. Perfetti, Thermal Properties of Solids at Room and Cryogenic
Temperatures, Springer, 2014.
—D. Wigley, Mechanical Properties of Materials at Low Temperatures, Springer, 1971.
—J.G. Weisend II et al., A Reference Guide for Cryogenic Properties of Materials, SLAC-TN03-023, SLAC, 2003.
Properties of Cryogenic Fluids
—P. Cook and B.A. Hands, Cryogenic Fluids Databook, British Cryoengineering Society,
2002.
—R.T. Jacobsen et al., Thermodynamic Properties of Cryogenic Fluids, Springer, 2013.
Reprint of 1997 edition.
—J. Leachman et al., Thermodynamic Properties of Cryogenic Fluids, 2nd edition, Springer,
2017. Reviewed in Cold Facts Vol. 34 No.1, February 2018, page 41.
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Safety
—British Cryogenics Council, Cryogenic Safety Manual: A Guide to Good Practices,
Butterworth-Heinemann, 2014.
—Compressed Gas Association, Oxygen Deficient Atmospheres, Bulletin CGA, SB-2,
Compressed Gas Association, 2014.
—F.J. Edeskuty and M. Daugherty, “Safety,” in The Handbook of Cryogenic Engineering,
J.G. Weisend II (ed), CRC, 1998.
—W. Stewart and F. Edeskuty, Safety in the Handling of Cryogenic Fluids, Springer, 2013.
Reprint of 1996 edition.
—M.G, Zabetakis, Safety with Cryogenic Fluids, Springer, 2013. Reprint of 1967 edition.
Superconductivity, Superconducting Magnets and Superconducting RF
—B. Cabrera (ed.) et al., From High-Temperature Superconductivity to Microminiature
Refrigeration, Springer, 1996.
—E.W. Collings, Applied Superconductivity, Metallurgy, and Physics of Titanium Alloys:
Volume 1: Fundamentals, Springer, 2011. Reprint of 1986 edition.
—E.W. Collings, Applied Superconductivity, Metallurgy, and Physics of Titanium Alloys:
Volume 2: Applications, Springer, 1986.
—Y. Iwasa, Case Studies in Superconducting Magnets: Design and Operational Issues, 2nd
edition, Springer, 2009. Reviewed in Cold Facts Vol. 25 No.3, p 35.
—V. Kovachev, Energy Dissipation in Superconducting Materials, Oxford, 1991.
—P. Lee (ed), Engineering Superconductivity, Wiley, 2001.
—B.E. Mulhall, Magnetic Levitation for Rail Transport, Oxford, 1981.
—H. Padamsee et al., RF Superconductivity for Accelerators, Wiley, 2008.
—H. Padamsee, RF Superconductivity Vol. 2: Science, Technology and Applications, Wiley,
2009.
—C. Rey (ed), Superconductors in the Power Grid: Materials and Applications, Woodhead,
2015.
—A.C. Rose-Innes and E.H. Rhoderick, Introduction to Superconductivity, 2nd edition,
Pergamon, 2015.
—Bernd Seeber (ed.), Handbook of Applied Superconductivity Volume 2, CRC, 1998.
—Thomas P. Sheahen, Introduction to High-Temperature Superconductivity, Springer, 1994.
—M.N. Wilson, Superconducting Magnets, Oxford, 1987.
Vacuum Systems
—R.A. Haefer, Cryopumping Theory and Practice, Oxford 1989.
—J.F. O’Hanlon, A User’s Guide to Vacuum Technology, 3rd edition, Wiley, 2003.
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—Pfeiffer Vacuum, The Vacuum Technology Book, Pfeiffer Vacuum.
—M.Wutz et al., Theory & Practice of Vacuum Technology, Vieweg, 1989.
Other references
—R.J. Anderson, History of Physicists in Industry: Final Report, AIP Center for History of
Physics, 2008.
—APS, Accelerators and Beams: Tools of Discovery and Innovation, 4th Edition, Division of
Physics of Beams, American Physical Society.
—DOE, Accelerators for America’s Future Download the complete Accelerators for
America’s Future report or request a printed copy at www.acceleratorsamerica.org/
—DOE, symmetry magazine, symmetry is an online magazine about particle physics and its
connections to other aspects of life and science, from interdisciplinary collaborations to policy
to culture. A joint publication of Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory and SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory, symmetry receives funding through the US Department of Energy.
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